The numerical and analytical models used for transient simulations, and hence for the pressurized pipe system diagnosis, require the definition of a rheological component related to the pipe material.
INTRODUCTION
The numerical models for the simulation of transients are an important tool for the design and the diagnosis of pressurized pipe systems (Covas et 
VISCOELASTIC RHEOLOGICAL MODEL
The rheology of a pipe material can be described introducing simple components, corresponding to elementary behaviors, and combining them to describe more complex behaviors. A linear viscoelastic material, being in between a linear elastic and a linear viscous material, can be modeled as a combination of elementary linear elastic (springs) and linear viscous (dashpots) elements. The combination of a spring and a dashpot in parallel is the so-called KV element.
It can be analytically described as:
where the first and second terms on the right represent the spring and the dashpot, respectively. In Equation (1), σ are the stresses and ε are the strains, E denotes the Young's module of the spring and η the viscosity of the dashpot, t is the time while the subscript denotes the model.
A KV element coupled in series with a spring is usually referred to as standard linear solid (S1). More complex systems can be obtained putting in series with the spring not just a single KV element but a series of m KV elements (Sm). In this case, it is:
where 
and ω is the angular frequency. The dependent variables, h, q, and ε, are the Fourier transform of the pressure head, H, flow, Q, and pipe hoop strain, ε, respectively. In Equation (3), the capacitance, C ¼ (gA=a 2 ), the inertance,
, and the resistance, R ¼ (f f =(2gDA 2 )), are introduced, where f f is the friction factor, g is the gravitational acceleration, A and D are the pipe cross-sectional area and diameter. Only the strain component of the spring, ε 0 , contributes to the evaluation of the wave speed, a, while the term 2A{ωε in Equation (3) takes into account the characteristics of the remaining part of the rheological model, i.e., the m introduced KV elements. Combining Equation (3) with the equations of the rheological model, two symmetric equations with the dependent variables h and q can be derived by simple algebraic manipulations:
where
The function f(ω) depends on the chosen rheological model of the pipe material (Ferrante & Capponi b) . In the fifth column of Table 1 the f(ω) formulae are given for the Sm models, for different values of m. In these formulae, assuming that the thickness of the pipe wall e ≪ D, and
, where λ is the pipe constraint coefficient and ρ is the water density. In the same table the model parameters are also specified. Since all the used models require a spring in series with the rest of the element arrangement, the Young modulus of this spring, E 0 , should be added directly to the list or indirectly, i.e., considering the wave speed a as a further parameter.
The integration of Equation (4) 
is the impedance function at the pipe downstream end, that is just upstream of the valve,
and L T is the length of the pipe.
In Equation ( 
values, H, produced by a model (Savic et 
where i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n denotes the sample order and n is the total number of samples. Other functions based on RSS can also be used, such as the inverse (Pezzinga ; Pezzinga et al. ):
or a weighted RSS (Kapelan et al. ):
where w i are the weights.
The Nash & Sutcliffe () coefficient, NS:
whereĤ m is the mean value of H i , is the most used efficiency index in hydrology, when measured and forecasted data are compared and it has been also used for transient tests in pressurized pipes (Ferrante et al. ; Ferrante & Capponi a) .
In this study, an optimization function based on RSS is used:
because it has some interesting properties for the comparison of models with a different number of parameters. ameters. In the case of least square estimation with normally distributed residuals it can be written as:
where n is the total number of samples. The trade-off between the minimization of Σ 2 and the minimization of the number of the parameters, K p , that is between underfitting and overfitting, is expressed by the balance of the two terms of Equation (12). The measure provided by the AIC C is relative, in the sense that it can only be used to compare different models in a chosen set of models, fitting the same data. It does not provide an absolute value for just one model and cannot be used to compare models fitted to different experimental data.
The model assessed to be the best among the others in a set is the one with the minimum value of AIC C , i.e., AIC min .
For all the other fitted models, the larger the value of Δ AIC ¼ AIC C À AIC min , the less plausible it is that they can be considered as the best model. As a rule of thumb (Burnham & Anderson ) , all the models with Δ AIC 2 have still substantial support to be estimated as the best, models with 4 Δ AIC 7 have considerably less support while models with Δ AIC ! 10 have no essential support.
It is worth noting that Equation (12) 
SYNTHETIC DATA
To verify the reliability of the calibration procedure and of the proposed criterion of model comparison, a synthetic data set was generated by means of a numerical model based on Equation (6). Two RPV systems (Figure 1 
with k 1 ¼ 32 s À1 and k 2 ¼ À5.5.
The steady-friction term was evaluated during the simulation with the Blasius formula for turbulent flow in smooth pipes. The pressure head variations in time, or pressure signals, generated in the two systems with the two different pipe materials, were then corrupted with a white noise.
The same generated noise was used for both signals, with a zero mean and a standard deviation of 10 À1 m, to simulate the acquisition by an actual pressure transducer. The sample variance of the generated random noise was 1.005 10 À2 m 2 .
Assuming that the generated synthetic signal, affected by the superimposed random noise, represents the truth and that the model based on the implemented S3 contains all and only the actual governing equations of the phenomenon, a blind calibration procedure was applied as in cases where the actual model is unknown. Since, in reality, also the number of the parameters is considered as unknown, models with a different number of KV elements and parameters were considered. Only small differences can be appreciated between the synthetic signals and those simulated by S1 and S2, while other simulated signals overlap for both materials. Differences among results of the models S1, S2, and S3 are much more evident in Figure 3 , where the absolute values of the functions f(ω) of Equation (5) and S5, respectively, suggest that these models are significantly more distant from the true model than S3.
The crosses in Figure 5 denote the theoretical values obtained by assuming Σ 2 ¼ 1.005 10 À2 m 2 in Equation (12), i.e., considering that the differences between calibrated and actual data are completely explained by the random noise. A calibration that does not reach the theoretical minimum produces a higher value of Σ 2 and affects the measure of the distance from the true model. In this sense, a reliable calibration procedure is crucial. Since hollow circles and crosses coincide in Figure 5 , the used algorithms, with the given tolerances and settings, can be considered sufficiently accurate for the aims of the comparison.
To reduce the number of the parameters, some authors that, following this strategy, the number of parameters could be further decreased.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The calibration procedure based on the Nelder-Mead algorithm and the model comparison methodology verified on the synthetic data were applied to the experimental data to determine the optimal number of the KV elements needed to model transients in an actual HDPE pipe.
The experimental apparatus
The tests were carried out at the Water Engineering Laboratory of the University of Perugia, Italy, on the same RPV system used to generate the synthetic data, with the same were used to have an initial condition of q 0 ¼ 3.64 l/s and to produce the maneuver of Equation (13) The calibration of the models by the experimental data
Six models differing for the number m of the KV elements were implemented and calibrated to the experimental data.
The Nelder-Mead algorithm was used to evaluate the parameters of the models minimizing the value of Σ 2 , with the same tolerances and limits used for the synthetic data. The comparison of the simulated and experimental data in 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The results shown allow some remarks on the calibration of viscoelastic models for transient test in polymeric pipes. Several issues need to be considered to achieve reliable results.
The first issue is related to the choice of the viscoelastic model. Although other models could be considered (Ferrante & Capponi b) , the most common choice is a series of one or more KV elements with a spring. A set of viscoelastic models with up to six KV elements is considered in this paper.
The parameters of the models can be estimated by means of transient tests, since creep and relaxation tests on specimens do not provide reliable results. This leads to the second issue, that is to define a measure of the estimation reliability of a set of model parameters. This measure is usually expressed as a function of the differences between simulated and experimental data. The estimate of the parameters requires the minimization of this function.
The sum of the squares of the residuals is one of the most common choices and is used in this paper. Unfortunately, this function presents wide flat regions in the parameter space close to the optimal solutions and this leads to the third issue, that is the choice of the algorithm to be used to estimate the parameters minimizing the distance between simulated and measured data. The most used algorithms in the literature are also applied in this paper to synthetic and experimental data. The genetic algorithm with the shown settings is confirmed to be not reliable and efficient in reaching the global optimal solution. In contrast, the Nelder-Mead algorithm is able to attain the optimal solution in a reasonable computational time, even for low tolerances. This algorithm is simpler and more robust than the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, at least for the considered cases.
All the models in a set, with a different number of viscoelastic elements, provide optimal solutions and this leads to for the considered calibrations shows that it could be used to enhance the differences from one model to another.
The standard procedure used, based on the minimization of the sum of the squares of the residuals by means of the combined use of a genetic and the Nelder-Mead algorithm, allows it to be shown that the Akaike criterion can be used to define the optimal number of parameters.
Since all the used algorithms and methodologies are easily available, this criterion, or other available criteria, can be easily used to avoid the overfitting. Additional investigations are needed to confirm some of the results shown and to asses the proper choice regarding different or more sophisticated viscoelastic models, optimization functions, calibration algorithms, and criteria for the comparison of different models.
